Glutamate release from astrocytes in physiological conditions and in neurodegenerative disorders characterized by neuroinflammation.
Although glial cells have been traditionally viewed as supportive partners of neurons, studies of the last 20 years demonstrate that astrocytes possess functional receptors for neurotransmitters and other signaling molecules and respond to their stimulation via release of chemical transmitters (called gliotransmitters) such as glutamate, ATP, and d-serine. Notably, astrocytes react to synaptically released neurotransmitters with intracellular calcium ([Ca(2+)](i)) elevations, which result in the release of glutamate via regulated exocytosis and possibly other mechanisms. These findings have led to a new concept of neuron-glia intercommunication where astrocytes play an unsuspected dynamic role by integrating neuronal inputs and modulating synaptic activity. The additional discovery that glutamate release from astrocytes is controlled by molecules linked to inflammatory reactions, such as the cytokine tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) and prostaglandins, suggests that glia-to-neuron signaling may be sensitive to changes in production of these mediators in pathological conditions. Indeed, a local, parenchymal brain inflammatory reaction (neuroinflammation) characterized by astrocytic and microglial activation has been reported in several neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer's disease and AIDS dementia complex. This transition to a reactive state may be accompanied by a disruption of the cross talk normally occurring between astrocytes and neurons and so contribute to disease development. The findings reported in this chapter suggest that a better comprehension of the glutamatergic interplay between neurons and glia may provide information about normal brain function and also highlight possible molecular targets for therapeutic interventions in pathology.